
We listen to our guests. We transformed their sleeping experience with  
our Heavenly® Bed. Now Westin is transforming their meeting experience  
with our Performance Meeting Chair.

More comfort. More convenience. More planners deciding that they  
wouldn’t hold their meetings anywhere else.

Introducing the Performance Meeting Chair

REIMAGINE  
REVOLUTIONIZE



Durable powdercoated frame, 
with touch up kits available. 

Fabric is stain resistant and has 
long-wearing acrylic backing.

FRESH INGENUITY BREAKS THE MOLD

Drawing on our innovative leadership and collaborative partnership with the Pratt Institute in 
Brooklyn, we challenged some of their most inventive minds to explore, to disrupt. To go beyond 
conventional wisdom to create a comfortable meeting chair that supports the Westin mission 
of ensuring our guests feel their very best. A competition held among design students yielded a 
revolutionary model by Ashley Thorfinnson. This dramatically different meeting chair looks like  
no other, featuring arms that appeal to guests as well as stackability that appeals to owners.

GUEST BENEFITS OF THE PERFORMANCE MEETING CHAIR

Enhanced cushioning on seat and back offer comfort and relaxation.
Ergonomic seat, contouring and arm design promote improved posture.
Unique storage solutions, like a laptop shelf and hook on back, ease stress.

CREATING A BETTER CHAIR MEANS CREATING A BETTER EXPERIENCE 
Extensive research has shown that productivity flows when attendees are comfortable and relaxed. 
Feeling energized helps guests stay alert and engaged. We anticipate this performance chair will take its 
place alongside our Heavenly® Bed as an innovation that gives Westin a clear competitive advantage.

NEW FEATURES AND VERSATILITY

Select from three on-brand fabric and finish options or further suit the style of your property by 
customizing with the fabric of your choice.

ORDERING YOUR CHAIRS

For ordering and availability information, please contact your divisional representative. 

Integrated hanging  
hook on back.

Dimensions:  
21 W x 27 3/8 D x 37 H (in)

532 W x 695 D x 940 H (mm)

Trolley stack height  
is 10 chairs.


